
From South Central LA to World Famous
Inventor: Professor Glymph brings solutions with
his MathMaze intervention system

Empowering Every Struggling Child Excel in
Mathematics

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA,
September 22, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/
-- MathMaze USA today announced that
its founder, inventor R.C. Glymph is on
National speaking tour, MATH: TOOLS
REQUIRED. After serving as CEO of MM
and Director of Academic Preparation
Squad, Ron Glymph recently attended
the largest special-needs-professionals
convention in California to introduce the
revolutionary math tool, MathMaze.

Professor Glymph is in high demand for
speaking engagements and is currently
appearing; granting interviews and
demonstrations, on this magnificent math
intervention tool enjoyed by groups and
families around the Country. “This three
dimensional, cooperative engagement
design is deemed the master key for
raising math proficiency in the United
States”, says 101 Conversations
entrepreneurial board game developer
and educator Soraya Deen.

Although created with specific purpose -- as intervention to address the lacking aptitude in math
students K through 12 -- it is now evident that this tool benefits individuals through adulthood. Tested
from school curriculums to Senior Centers, the interactive card game has proven highly effective in
acceleration and enrichment for participants of all ages.

Every child can learn.  Math:
Tools Required

R. C. Glymph

Longitudinal studies have consistently revealed what is now
considered a no-brainer - - scholastic low math scores lead to
learning challenges, later affecting fulfilment in family life,
employment possibilities and general life satisfaction.
MathMaze brings a fresh awareness wherein the student
becomes the teacher, there is discovery leading to laughter

and sheer fun; truly a self-realization experience.

American-born Professor Glymph, brings an out-of-the-box approach to learning, demonstrates a

http://www.einpresswire.com


skill-building game played in a cooperative environment where there are no losers and physical
interaction is an intellectually wholesome experience. “This game should be used as a staple in every
household, classroom, institution, promoted on TV game shows and incorporated in events”. says
Deen.

Catch one of the upcoming MathMaze family Tournaments or order a case of games and receive free
demonstrations at your location!

About: 
MathMaze schedulesTournaments year-round. Participate or install a Tournament in your facility by
contacting MathMaze’s Los Angeles office. Professor Glymph is available for appearances to
demonstrate advantages of this magnificent math tool.**For interviews or appearances:
mediarelations.mathmazeusa(at)gmail.com or call (310) 697-3177. 
Learn more about MathMaze game: http://www.mathmaze.us
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